SLAVE LAKE 2035
Working Together for a Sustainable Future

Municipal Sustainability Planning is an opportunity for municipalities to look long-term
at the communities they want and take proactive steps to move there.
It is an opportunity to engage citizens in a dialogue about what they value about their
communities and what they want them to look like in the future.
It is an opportunity to provide an outlet for the wisdom and expertise of community members
to discover innovative solutions that address social, cultural, economic, environmental, and
governance challenges today while leaving a positive legacy for future generations.
Alberta Urban Municipalities Association MSP Guidebook, 2006
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Vision 2035
In the year 2035, Slave Lake is the
community of choice, recognized as a
dynamic, regional leader
providing a balanced quality of life
in a pristine environment.
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1.0

Preface
Slave Lake is a mid-sized, strategically located northern Alberta community. Centrally
located at the southern tip of Alberta’s vast oil sands, Slave Lake has significant future
growth potential as a regional hub and gateway to communities in northern Alberta.
Citizens of Slave Lake are forward-thinking and committed to creating a place where
residents can live a balanced lifestyle – a community that embraces diverse cultures and
that has something for everyone regardless of their age or lifestyle.
While the underlying economic foundation of Slave Lake is based on the oil and gas and
forestry industries, residents have a clear understanding of the need to balance the
economic with the environmental, social and cultural aspects of community in order to
create a place where people want to live – to create a community that will continue to
thrive well into the future.
Embarking on this bold step of developing a Municipal Sustainability Plan, Slave Lake is
pioneering the implementation of sustainable practices in community building. Slave Lake
will be a model for other communities as it becomes the community of choice, known for
its balanced, sustainable and liveable lifestyle.
The New Deal
On May 14, 2005 Canada and Alberta signed an agreement on the transfer of $477 million
in federal gas tax funding to benefit Alberta’s municipalities, large and small. All three
levels of government participated in developing this agreement as part of the New Deal
for Cities and Communities, thereby building new relationships and transforming their
approach to working together. This agreement provides for decisions to be made at the
local level within certain parameters that have been agreed to, such as environmental
sustainability. Predictable, stable funding to municipalities is a key element of this
agreement so that communities can engage in long-term planning.
The New Deal represents $5 billion in new, stable funding to be provided over five years
through sharing of federal gas tax revenue with municipalities. Starting in 2005, Alberta’s
overall share of the $5 billion over five years from federal gas tax revenues, for distribution
to municipalities, will be $476.9 million. When fully ramped up in year 5, the province can
expect to receive $190.8 million, continuing at that rate each year thereafter. This is in
addition to existing infrastructure programs.
This agreement will see the federal and provincial governments working together with
communities to ensure they have the capacity to plan for a more sustainable future. The
agreement is transformative because, unlike other federal programs, funds are being
flowed to the cities and communities up front, on a regular basis, to enhance their ability
to pool, bank and borrow so that their environmentally sustainable municipal
infrastructure projects are pursued within the context of long-term plans.
Gas tax funds will support environmentally sustainable municipal infrastructure to help
ensure cleaner air, cleaner water and reduced greenhouse gas emissions. Eligible project
categories include public transit, water and wastewater management, solid waste,
community energy systems and capacity building.
In order to access gas tax revenue through the New Deal, communities are required to
have a long-term plan, developed in consultation with community members, that provides
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direction for the community to realize sustainability objectives it has for the
environmental, cultural, social and economic dimensions of its identity. The Natural Step
organization provides an internationally recognized framework for communities to
develop a Municipal Sustainability Plan. The Alberta Urban Municipalities Association has
developed a Guidebook and series of tools, based on the Natural Step Framework, to assist
communities in developing a Municipal Sustainability Plan.
The Natural Step Framework
Founded in 1989 in Sweden by Dr. Karl-Henrik Robèrt, the Natural Step organization has
offices in 12 countries and works with hundreds of corporations, municipalities, academic
institutions and non-profit organizations to help them achieve their sustainability
goals. The mission of The Natural Step is to act as a catalyst to bring about systemic
change, by making fundamental principles of sustainability easier to understand and
effective sustainability initiatives easier to implement.
The Natural Step provides a clear, compelling, science-based definition of sustainability
and a practical strategic planning framework to help communities and organizations make
smart economic decisions to move them step-by-step towards a successful and
sustainable future.
The Natural Step Framework is now being used internationally by hundreds of
organizations, including Fortune 500 companies, government departments, universities,
municipalities, and small- and medium-sized businesses in their respective journeys to
sustainability.
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2.0

Introduction
Similar to communities across Canada, the Town of Slave Lake is facing increasing
challenges in managing growth and development. Current challenges for the Town
include:
•
Inadequate funding to provide and maintain essential services and infrastructure
•
Need for greater economic diversity
•
Developing opportunities for young people
•
Declining air quality
•
Provision of a reliable and clean water supply
•
Need to sustain long-term community development and capacity building
These are just a few of the challenges facing the Town of Slave Lake, and they point to the
need to plan for future growth and development in a way that is socially, culturally,
economically and environmentally responsible.
Slave Lake 2035 Municipal Sustainability Plan is a collaborative and and inclusive community
planning process that identifies a future vision for the Town - the overarching, communitywide vision and strategic plan describing what Slave Lake aspires to be in 2035 – what it
looks like, how it functions and how to achieve it.
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3.0

Finding Common Ground

3.1

Slave Lake 2035 Municipal Sustainability Plan
Slave Lake 2035 Municipal Sustainability Plan provided an opportunity for the citizens of
Slave Lake to look long-term at the community they wanted and to identify the steps to
get there. Slave Lake residents became engaged in a dialogue about what they valued
about their community and what they wanted their community to look like in the future.
The Municipal Sustainability Plan process created an outlet for the wisdom and expertise
of community members to discover innovative solutions that addressed social and
cultural, economic, natural and built environment challenges that exist in the Town today,
while leaving a positive legacy for future generations.
As a community-wide plan, the actions identified are being adopted by partner
organizations and groups, and amendments to Slave Lake’s Municipal Development Plan
and Land Use Bylaw are being enacted to ensure that municipal policies are aligned.

3.2

Sustainability Principles
Slave Lake defines sustainability using the basic principles of the Natural Step framework
(TNS) that were adopted by the Growth Management Task Force in May 2006. Slave Lake’s
sustainability principles are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Eliminate our contribution to progressive buildup in concentrations of waste from the
earth’s crust.
Eliminate our contribution to progressive buildup in concentrations of waste
produced by society.
Eliminate our contribution to ongoing physical degradation of nature.
Eliminate our contribution to undermining other people’s ability to meet their needs.

The principles are used as a filter to guide progress towards sustainability.

3.3

Process
At the outset of the Municipal Sustainability Plan process, the Town of Slave Lake
established a Growth ManagementTask Force of nearly thirty residents from all walks of life
and sectors of the community: retail business, both renewable and non-renewable natural
resources industries, educators, social service providers, Aboriginal leaders, seniors, and
youth. The Task Force met and subsequently formed smaller stakeholder groups. These
groups had a series of meetings at which they focused on four key strategy areas: the
economy, the natural environment, the built environment, and social and cultural.
5 Steps to a Municipal Sustainability Plan
In developing a Municipal Sustainability Plan, the Town of Slave Lake followed a five step
process:
1.

Vision

identifying a future vision for the Town of Slave Lake

2.

Success

identifying key strategy areas and what success looks like in each
area.

3.

Current Reality

identifying where the Town is at currently for each strategy area
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4.

Action Plan

developing a list of actions and initiatives that will take them from
where they are to where they want to go – achieving their vison

5.

Implement /
Monitor

implementing the actions and developing and monitoring
indicators to help gauge progess towards achieving their vision

The objectives for each stakeholder group was to identify, by strategy area, the current
reality for the Town, the description of success, actions that would move the Town from
the current reality towards the description of success, and finally the identification of
indicators so that the community can monitor its progress as it implements these actions.
The final stage in the process is assigning responsibility within the community for
implementing actions, as well as identifiying a general timeline for implementation. While
the Town of Slave Lake has taken the lead in the develoment of the Municipal
Sustainability Plan, achieving the vision in each strategy area needs to be undertaken by
the entire community: Council, Administration, business leaders, community members,
environmental groups, educators, youth, and seniors all have a role to play in buildng and
nurturing a sustainable community.
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4.0

Vision
The 30-year vision for the Town of Slave Lake was developed in a collaborative process
with the Growth Management Task Force. Members of Slave Lake’s community came
together and created the following vision for their community:

Vision 2035
In the year 2035, Slave Lake is the
community of choice, recognized as a
dynamic, regional leader
providing a balanced quality of life
in a pristine environment.
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5.0

Key Strategy Areas for a Sustainable Community
In identifying their vision for the future, members of the Growth Management Task Force
identified aspects of their community that would be key to achieving this vision:
1.

Economy

2.

Natural Environment

3.

Built Environment

4.

Social and Cultural

These four key strategy areas provide the foundation for Slave Lake’s Municipal
Sustainability Plan.
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KEY
STRATEGY
AREA 1

ECONOMY:

6.0

Economic
Diversification

Workforce

Promotion of the
Town

Key Strategy Area One: ECONOMY

The Growth Management Task Force identified three key areas that would be important to Slave
Lake’s economy in the future:
• Economic diversification
• Workforce
• Promotion of the Town

6.1

ECONOMIC DIVERSIFICATION

6.1.1

Description of Success

The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to Slave
Lake’s economic diversification in the year 2035. These statements will guide the community’s
actions as Slave Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future:
•

Slave Lake has a diversified industrial and business base, and is recognized as a centre for a wide
range of services including specialized medicine, education and training in both trades and
professions, passenger air service, and retirement services.

•

Tourism is well developed for all seasons. Visitors and residents can enjoy golf courses, lakes,
marinas, fishing, eco-tourism, and interpretive centres. Slave Lake also has a strong service
commercial sector.

•

Traditional northern industries and businesses (oil and gas, sand and gravel, forestry, and
tourism) are complemented by:
− co-generation (biomass e.g., wood waste and peat)
− biofuels (ethanol, methanol)
− tree nurseries
− forestry value-added
− specialty manufacturing or “cottage” industries
− service distributorships or franchises
− enhanced tourism

6.1.2

Current Reality

The following statement provides an overview of economic diversification in Slave Lake today, and
identifies the challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it wants to go in
the future.
•

Although it is well located in the region, Slave Lake needs economic diversification. This
community has an obvious need for secondary industries to broaden its resource-based
economy, which is largely dependent on oil and gas, sand and gravel, forestry, and tourism.

6.1.3

Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving
economic diversification in Slave Lake from the Current Reality (where it is today), towards the
Description of Success. These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its
vision for 2035.
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ECONOMY:

Economic
Diversification

Workforce

Promotion of the
Town

Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to economic diversification in Slave Lake and were identified by
the Growth Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007. The value of each
action was ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?

Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and reported to the
community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.

Actions to be Implemented in 2007
Economic Diversification
Market the Boreal Centre for Bird Conservation
Eco-tourism – promote and protect current “gems”

Support local start-up businesses and enterprises

Group
Responsible

Indicator

BCBC, Big Lakes
Tourism

Visitor statistics

Tourism
Operators and
Big Lakes
Country
Tourism
Community
Futures

Visitor statistics

CDC statistics on new
businesses

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move economic diversification in Slave Lake closer to the Description of
Success. These actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future implementation.
Future Actions
Economic Diversification
Develop up-to-date information on consumer demand
Identify needs & niches
Medical – recruitment from other countries – more partnerships to met financial requirements
Education – support current college initiatives and new or expanded programs – especially related to
value-added industries and trades (e.g., wood manufacturing)
Publicize activities and businesses inside and outside of Town
Establish partnerships with post-secondary schools to conduct research on Slave Lake’s business and
economic issues
Explore the potential for Slave Lake airport – expanded service, new location
Pursue agreements with other municipal, regional, educational, health care, or industry partners
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Develop leadership in specialty industries
•
Junior Achievement
•
4-H entrepreneurs
•
Work with educational partners to accredit innovative career & business education programs
•
Small business seminars
•
Showcase local business success stories
Build on services provided by local community cable television
Permit a wider range of home based businesses
Investigate expansion of Town boundary to accommodate future residential, commercial and industrial
growth
Contain future commercial development to existing commercial areas and promote their distinct
identities
Develop Aboriginal tourism
•
Talk with Sawridge Band and Métis Association
•
Land-based tourism
•
Partnerships
•
First Nations
Museums
•
Bird conservation
•
Arts & crafts galleries
•
Performing arts (gathering places)
•
Catholic Church
Link tourism facilities & museums to Seniors
•
Source of labour
•
Volunteer labour force
•
Source of local knowledge
•
Close to seniors’ facilities
•
Close to seniors’ housing (both assisted and independent living).
Investigate opportunities through “informal economy”:
•
Community garden market
•
Community berry market
•
Community fish & game market
•
Community antique market
•
Community consignment market
•
Native crafts
•
Barter society
•
Community Gardens
Attract film industry
Market the airport
Air services – lobby for private interests
Enhance tourism partnerships
Retirement – provide required services needed with input from senior community
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6.2

WORKFORCE

6.2.1

Description of Success

Workforce

Promotion of the
Town

The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to Slave
Lake’s workforce in the year 2035. These statements will guide the community’s actions as Slave
Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

Slave Lake has a well educated, highly skilled, and diverse work force. The area is in turn
considered an excellent place for people to work.

•

Participation in the labour force is high for all groups, including Aboriginals.

•

Employers sponsor training and expanded education and career advancement opportunities are
available in all sectors.

•

Generous social service support systems are provided for all workers.

6.2.2

Current Reality

The following statement provides an overview of Slave Lake’s workforce today, and identifies the
challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it wants to go in the future.
•

Slave Lake needs a larger workforce with a broader range of skills. The main characteristics of
the existing labour market include:
− general labour shortages in all industries
− inability to attract and develop enough skilled labour
− lack of local training, schooling, occupational health and safety, and more advanced levels
of education
− employment programs in need of more employer support (e.g., welding, carpentry,
electrical)
− substance abuse and high wages that are challenging high school completion rates
− lack of hospitality training
− youth who leave the region for post-secondary education and training
− loss of experienced and expert workers

6.2.3

Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving Slave
Lake’s workforce from the Current Reality (where it is today), towards the Description of Success.
These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its vision for 2035.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to Slave Lake’s workforce and were identified by the Growth
Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007. The value of each action was
ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s definition of success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?
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Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and reported to the
community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.
Actions to be implemented in 2007

Group
Responsible

Indicator

Local businesses,
Alberta Human
Resources and
Employment
Community
Futures,
Big Lakes Country
Tourism
College, Slave
Lake Adult
Learning Council,
KARE

Employment statistics

Town of Slave
Lake Planning
Department
Slave Lake Adult
Education,
Community
Futures, CDC,
Chamber of
Commerce,
Schools

Town statistics

Workforce
Direct international immigration, employment recruiting,
and placement services

Market Slave Lake as capable of providing a range of
employment opportunities and as a welcoming Town for
newcomers, with quality of life and a family lifestyle
Strive for cultural integration

Support regulations for Secondary Suites and dormitories

Ongoing professional development and adult education

Visitor statistics,
employment statistics

census data, crosscultural events, and
cross-cultural training

Enrolment statistics for
specific programs

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future activities
that could be undertaken to move Slave Lake’s workforce closer to the Description of Success.
These actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future implementation.
Future Actions
Workforce
Employ seniors
Research “caring community” initiatives in other places
Facilities and services that will help employers to retain employees
Industry-based housing cooperative for new arrivals
Applied college programs (e.g., RN program at College)
Mentorship programs for Aboriginals
Link tourism to Aboriginal employment
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Community of employers work with contractors and source employers to promote a “community that
cares”
School career fairs & trips to NAIT
Fund raising partnerships with industry and employers to pay for career counseling
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6.3

PROMOTION OF THE TOWN

6.3.1

Description of Success

Promotion of the
Town

The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to promotion
activities for the Town of Slave Lake in the year 2035. These statements will guide the community’s
actions as Slave Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

The Town, businesses, industries, public institutions, and local media are actively involved in
promoting Slave Lake.

•

This community’s strong volunteer base promotes Slave Lake as a great place to live and a great
place to visit.

•

Our internationally recognized “community of choice” offers:
−
wildlife
−
Boreal Centre for Bird Conservation
−
Northern Lights
−
retreat hosting
−
conference facilities
−
ecotourism

6.3.2

Current Reality

The following statement provides an overview of the promotion activities for the Town of Slave
Lake today, and identifies the challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it
wants to go in the future.
•

Slave Lake is well situated in the region, but the Town needs to promote itself better. Areas
requiring improvement include:
− number of hotels
− promotion of heritage and history of town
− need to educate and inform residents and visitors of the value of the town’s natural
resources

6.3.3

Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving the
promotion activities of the Town of Slave Lake from the Current Reality (where it is today), towards
the Description of Success. These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its
vision for 2035.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to the promotion activities of the Town of Slave Lake and were
identified by the Growth Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007. The value
of each action was ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s definition of success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?
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Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and reported to the
community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.
Actions to be implemented in 2007

Group
Responsible

Indicator

Promotion of Town
Develop a calendar of all arts, culture and heritage events in
Slave Lake
Use web-based marketing

Promote Slave Lake throughout Alberta

Town of
Slave Lake
Community
Services
Town of
Slave Lake
Community
Services,
Chamber of
Commerce,
Big Lakes
Country
Tourism,
Community
Futures
Big Lake
Country
Tourism

Current accuracy of
calendar
Monitor hits on web
site

Visitor statistics, other
tourism statistics

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move the promotion activities for the Town of Slave Lake closer to the
Description of Success. These actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future
implementation.
Future Actions
Promotion of Town
Tour packages
Develop one Slave Lake brand or identity for promotion of the Town within the region (e.g., Town
contest: “Build the Brand”)
RV & boat shows, fireworks
Investigate enhancements to “Old Freighter Trail” (Grouard to Slave Lake ― through Provincial Park)
Consolidate festivals into one or two weeks
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Key Strategy Area Two: NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

The Growth Management Task Force identified three key areas that would be important to Slave
Lake’s natural environment in the future:
• Water Quality
• Air Quality
• Landscape Quality

7.1

WATER QUALITY

7.1.1

Description of Success

The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to Slave
Lake’s water quality in the year 2035. These statements will guide the community’s actions as Slave
Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

Slave Lake’s potable water supply system delivers water of excellent quality, which meets or
exceeds all relevant health standards.

•

The water supply is distributed reliably, equitably and affordably and is managed proactively
within the context of effective and efficient emergency preparedness.

•

Residents are educated about, and encouraged to protect and conserve natural water resources.

•

Watershed-based management approaches and policies guide and integrate overlapping land
uses and resource values.

•

Effective stormwater management and flood control measures are in place, and replicate
natural hydrological systems and functions as much as possible.

•

The capital and long-term costs of water and wastewater infrastructure are managed in a
financially prudent and fiscally responsible manner.

7.1.2

Current Reality

The following statements provide an overview of Slave Lake’s water quality today, and identify the
challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it wants to go in the future.
•

The Town of Slave Lake, which treats lake water for potable consumption, has advised the
Province of water quality concerns in Lesser Slave Lake. As far away as the western end of the
lake, existing and proposed intensive agricultural operations threaten water quality. Increasing
development related to oil and gas, forestry, and agriculture in the Lesser Slave Lake watershed
is causing accelerated eutrophication of the lake water. This eutrophication or water pollution
caused by excessive plant nutrients (as a result of watershed activity), combined with extended
periods of hot weather, could potentially result in Lesser Slave Lake’s water attaining critical
levels. It is unclear whether Lesser Slave Lake can sustain further degradation of the watershed
and continue to serve as a clean water source.

•

An additional concern is the location of the Town’s raw water intake. The intake is currently
located outside the Town’s northern boundary within the planning area of the Waterfront
Intermunicipal Area Structure Plan. This area is subject to contamination, although is identified
as a site for a future arena in the Waterfront ASP.
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Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving Slave
Lake’s water quality from the Current Reality (where it is today), towards the Description of Success.
These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its vision for 2035.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to Slave Lake’s water quality and were identified by the Growth
Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007. The value of each action was
ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?

Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and reported to the
community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.
Actions to be implemented in 2007

Group
Responsible

Indicator

Watershed Committee
reports

Maintain Best Practices in water purification methods

Federal
Department
of Fisheries &
Oceans,
Alberta
Environment,
Watershed
Committee
Federal
Department
of Fisheries &
Oceans,
Alberta
Environment,
Watershed
Committee
Town

Increased/more efficient water infrastructure

Town

Ongoing rehabilitation of sanitary sewer system

Town

Manage lakeshore development

Federal
Department
of Fisheries &
Oceans,
Town, M.D.

Water Quality
Conduct baseline assessment of lake water quality to facilitate
future monitoring, and conduct regular monitoring of water
quality

Assess stream health by comparing water quality upstream to
water quality downstream
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Water sampling
Capital investment in
upgrades
Capital investment in
upgrades
Amount of
development and
regulatory plans in
place
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Continue to support and facilitate public involvement in
environmental stewardship initiatives

Town,
Regional
Landfill
Authority

Increased tonnage of
recycling materials &
decreased tonnage in
landfill, adjusted for
growth
Documentation of
related programs and
initiatives

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move Slave Lake’s water quality closer to the Description of Success. These
actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future implementation.
Future Actions
Water Quality
Conduct annual conferences and provide educational material to promote sustainability learning,
education and outreach initiatives
Protect environmentally sensitive areas
•
maintain and protect environmental reserves within municipal boundaries
•
develop/maintain buffers for agriculture within watershed areas
•
ensure no loss of buffers for forestry within watershed areas
•
enforcement action against encroachments
Explore opportunities to incorporate Best Management Practices for watershed management into Slave
Lake’s practice
Reduce community and agricultural use of fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides
Develop an effective stormwater system, which manages runoff into sensitive watercourses, controls the
quality and quantity of stormwater discharges, and reduces stormwater infiltration to the sanitary sewer
system
Pilot, monitor and refine residential housing standards based on smart growth and sustainability
principles that can be applied to new neighbourhoods
Improve effluent quality and reduce water usage by:
•
encouraging the use of low flush toilets
•
reducing infiltration of sediment into sanitary system
•
providing incentives to build to LEED or BuiltGreen standards
•
implementing education and awareness campaigns to reduce water usage
Explore establishing or encourage a minimum LEED rating for commercial and industrial buildings greater
than 500 m2 - a minimum sustainability standard is needed for municipal, commercial and industrial
buildings. The standard might be LEED or might be customized for Slave Lake
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7.2

AIR QUALITY

7.2.1

Description of Success

Air Quality

Landscape Quality

The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to Slave
Lake’s AIR quality in the year 2035. These statements will guide the community’s actions as Slave
Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

Slave Lake’s air quality is improving, and other communities look upon the Town’s air quality
management system as a model of environmental sustainability.

7.2.2

Current Reality

The following statement provides an overview of Slave Lake’s air quality today, and identifies the
challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it wants to go in the future.
•

During certain times of the year, air pollution is visible in the region. This is particularly
noticeable during winter inversions, when increased pollutants from vehicles, wood burning
stoves, and industrial sites affect air quality.

7.2.3

Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving Slave
Lake’s air quality from the Current Reality (where it is today), towards the Description of Success.
These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its vision for 2035.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to Slave Lake’s air quality and were identified by the Growth
Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007. The value of each action was
ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?

Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and reported to the
community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007

Group
Responsible

Indicator

Air Quality
Incorporate walking trails and bike paths into new
communities and transportation infrastructure (also found in
Landscape Quality)

Town

Kilometres of walking
and bike trails
Monitor progress of
Trail Master Plan
preparation
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Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move Slave Lake’s air quality closer to the Description of Success. These
actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future implementation.
Future Actions
Air Quality
Lobby provincial government for higher air quality standards
Encourage new technology (i.e. more environmentally sustainable practices and infrastructure) at new
industrial businesses
Promote walking and car pooling as an alternatives to single-occupancy vehicle use
Ongoing and regular monitoring of air quality
Promote reduction of emissions from vehicles and housing
Encourage old mills to update equipment
Encourage eco-industrial parks
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7.3

LANDSCAPE QUALITY

7.3.1

Description of Success

Air Quality

Landscape Quality

The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to Slave
Lake’s landscape quality in the year 2035. These statements will guide the community’s actions as
Slave Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

The quality of Slave Lake’s urban environment is aesthetically pleasing and includes:
− ample enhancement/ beautification areas
− easy access to lake and beaches
− numerous spots within the Town with views of the lake and beaches
− creek area and open spaces that are clean and well maintained
− industrial areas and trails with attractive screening
− avoidance of continuous encroachment on public green spaces
− an ecologically functioning and viable network of natural areas which is protected and, where
possible, restored
− maintenance of indigenous biodiversity
− protection of backcountry areas from overuse and degradation
− avoidance or limiting the use of critical natural areas to ensure ecosystem integrity
− developed and recreation areas designed and managed to protect as much of the natural
environment within and around them as possible

•

Within the Town, limits to growth are understood and respected, with community members and
visitors acting as stewards of the natural environment.

•

The continual learning about natural areas and species informs appropriate restoration and
protection efforts.

•

Slave Lake is ‘closing the loop’ by providing appropriate opportunities for reducing, reusing and
recycling materials.

•

Local businesses and residents are knowledgeable about material flows, and demonstrate a
strong ethic of responsibility and stewardship toward resources materials.

•

Slave Lake is using durable materials that are less environmentally harmful, preferring recycled,
natural and sustainably harvested materials, and plentiful metals.

7.2.2

Current Reality

The following statement provides an overview of Slave Lake’s landscape quality today, and
identifies the challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it wants to go in
the future.
•

The urban environment within Slave Lake is enhanced by the significant number of natural
areas and the creek system that runs through Town, as well as street trees, planters and other
street furniture in the downtown area. Current issues that pertain to the quality of the
landscape in and around the Town include:
− litter in natural areas and downtown
− need to focus on reusing, reducing, and recycling
− maintenance of creek areas
− visibility of clear cut areas from portions of the highways around Slave Lake
− screening of industrial sites within the Town
− snow removal
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7.2.3

Water Quality

Air Quality

Landscape Quality

access to the lake from the Town
loss of trees as a result of new development
encroaching shoreline development
biodiversity (i.e., introduced species increasing and natural species decreasing)
noise pollution from the airport, highways, industrial development, and construction
degradation of natural areas due to recreational uses (e.g. ATVs, etc.)
integration and management of industrial and recreational activities within the forest
landscape

Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving Slave
Lake’s landscape quality from the Current Reality (where it is today), towards the Description of
Success. These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its vision for 2035.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to Slave Lake’s landscape quality and were identified by the
Growth Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007. The value of each action
was ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?

Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and reported to the
community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007

Group
Responsible

Indicator

Landscape Quality
Educate/inform public of value of maintaining the natural
and urban landscape and encourage public pride (budget in
2007 or 2008)

Town

Amount and quality of
green space and
budget allocations

Explore opportunities to bring environmental demonstration
projects into developed areas i.e. LEED, Built Green Alberta
(budget in 2007 or 2008)

Town,
developers

Any built and budget
allocations

Promote Slave Lake as an eco-tourism destination within the
Town and region

Big Lakes
Country
Tourism

Number of requests for
information

In new development areas, protect or restore natural
landscape (ongoing)

Town

Prepare Trail Master Plan (budget in 2007 or 2008)

Town
Community
Services
Town

Amount and quality of
green space and
budget allocations
Progress of plan
preparation

Enforcement of guidelines and bylaws
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Enforce separation of recyclable material at the landfill
Plan an improved resident and business
recycling/composting system
Provide park space, greenways, trails and pedestrian and
cyclist corridors throughout the community (also found in Air
Quality)

Regional
Landfill
Authority
Town

Town of Slave
Lake
Community
Services

Total amount of waste
recycled
Tonnage of recycling
and number of
composters sold
Amount of green
space and trails
Monitor progress of
Trail Master Plan
preparation

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move Slave Lake’s landscape quality closer to the Description of Success.
These actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future implementation.
Future Actions
Landscape Quality
Encourage community initiatives for the environment, particularly streamkeeper, trailkeeper, and
parkkeeper group activities
Make development and streetscapes more environmentally friendly by establishing low impact
Treat viewpoints as a resource that needs to be protected
Identify and protect our environmentally sensitive areas and secure them in public ownership
Research, identify and promote ways to reduce the use of non-biodegradable products
Develop guidelines and bylaws for Industrial screening – particularly for those sites along the highway
Complete purchasing policy guidelines for the municipality based on the use of sustainable materials
Develop buffers to protect views and reduce noise and light pollution
Encourage the use of green building standards for all new residential development
Increase tipping fees for waste
Explore establishing policy and regulations for physical space in buildings for recycling and composting
systems
Create more appealing and accessible areas/access points to lake and/or natural areas
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Key Strategy Area Three: BUILT ENVIRONMENT

The task force identified four key areas that would be important to Slave Lake’s natural
environment in the future:
• Infrastructure
• Housing
• Downtown Revitalization
• Public Facilities

8.1

INFRASTRUCTURE

8.1.1

Description of Success

The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to Slave
Lake’s infrastructure in the year 2035. These statements will guide the community’s actions as Slave
Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

Residents, taxpayers, business, industry, and local government hold a shared vision for the
community and work in partnership to provide the infrastructure necessary to achieve that
vision. Industry and service clubs contribute funding for infrastructure and community services,
while regional partnerships, based upon common understanding of development opportunities
and constraints, create economies of scale. The Town shares staff, equipment, and resources
with other municipalities and institutions to meet demands for infrastructure.

•

Feasibility studies, planning, and capital budgeting keep financing on pace with demand. The
cost of upgrading existing infrastructure is manageable because the Town uses appropriate
technologies and innovative engineering solutions to address development constraints. Major
transportation infrastructure (e.g., rail and airport) is found in appropriate locations.

•

Slave Lake is the community of choice for the land development industry because the Town
provides a variety of options for available land. The Town acts as a developer for specific needs
and is engaged in appropriate businesses in order to generate revenue and provide for
infrastructure. Most importantly, the Town maintains a reserve of savings for infrastructure.

•

By virtue of the robust and diversified local economy, the Town of Slave Lake has its fiscal affairs
in order. Revenues from a variety of sources (property tax, grants, and loans from senior levels of
government) generally match expenditures on both capital projects and operating programs.

•

The Town is able to meet the service needs of its citizens through sound fiscal management and
planning. Part of the ongoing management of the Town’s revenues and costs includes long-term
capital budgeting for major infrastructure improvements. The condition of all municipal
infrastructure is monitored regularly so that future needs can be anticipated.

•

Unforeseen fiscal demands are provided for through maintenance of reserve funds and
responsible public investment in local assets. Annual contributions to municipal reserves are
appreciated by the taxpayers, who recognize the value in setting aside resources for future
needs.

•

The Town uses debt financing to advantage in strategic situations when significant projects need
to be funded over the long term. Debt is not considered an appropriate tool for addressing
ongoing operational or short-term fiscal requirements.
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Current Reality

The following statements provide an overview of Slave Lake’s infrastructure today, and identify the
challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it wants to go in the future.
•

Slave Lake does not have enough money to build, upgrade, or maintain the infrastructure it
needs. In the year 2006-2007, Slave Lake and area has grown by 500 more jobs, 900 more
people, and 350 more multi-residential units.

•

The Mitsue area is a major industrial complex. As a result, there has been a fourfold increase in
industrial traffic. Development of highway commercial and industrial service businesses is
booming.

•

Rising wages and labour shortages have caused significant inflation in the costs of proposed
infrastructure improvements.

•

The provision of an adequate supply of water to the Mitsue industrial area on an ongoing basis
will also become more of a concern in the future.

•

An important infrastructure project affecting both the Mitsue industrial area and the Town is the
proposed Highway 88 bypass. This road is proposed to relieve truck traffic on Highway 88 by
diverting it through the Mitsue industrial area. This proposed diversion would improve safety
and reduce the need for maintenance on Highway 88, while providing industrial truck traffic
with an alternate and more direct route to and through the Mitsue industrial area.

8.1.3

Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving Slave
Lake’s infrastructure from the Current Reality (where it is today), towards the Description of
Success. These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its vision for 2035.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to Slave Lake’s infrastructure and were identified by the Growth
Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007. The value of each action was
ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?

Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and reported to the
community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.
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Group
Responsible

Indicator

Infrastructure
Develop and implement a long-term capital plan

Town

Keep Capital
Infrastructure Priority
List current
Progress of capital
plan implementation

Get expertise in seeking and applying for grants

Town

Monitor success in
receiving grants

Pursue partnerships with senior governments to help pay for
infrastructure

Town

Monitor success in
establishing
partnerships

Expand upon regional cost and revenue sharing opportunities

Town, M.D.

Monitor or update
performance of cost
and revenue sharing
agreements

Identify serviceable areas for new development

Town

Track development
approvals with
reference to Growth
Study

Investigate Regional Servicing and sharing common services

Town, M.D.

Maintain existing
regional servicing
agreements and track
number of new
initiatives

Increase residential densities

Town

Land Use Bylaw
review

Ensure plans are consistent with each other

Town

Municipal
Sustainability Plan,
MDP, LUB review, ASP
review

Engage in smart growth:
•
facility life-cycle management
•
building conversions
•
plan for (leave room for) additions to facilities
•
energy efficiency
•
alternative energy
•
sound land use planning
•
direct growth to the right places
•
strategic management
•
anticipate needs
•
plan for appropriate expansion of land base

Town

Municipal
Sustainability Plan
implementation,
Growth Study, Capital
Infrastructure Priority
List, MDP, LUB review,
ASP review
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Encourage conservation efforts for reducing water use, solid
waste and energy use

Public
Facilities

Town

Monitor water use,
landfill use, utility
service use based on
a per capita formula
Track number of
education programs
and initiatives
Municipal
Sustainability Plan
implementation,
Growth Study, Capital
Infrastructure Priority
List, MDP, LUB review,
ASP review

Track progress and performance relating to the Town of Slave
Lake Municipal Sustainability Plan indicators

Town

Earmark annual budget allocations for reserves and for new
infrastructure capital and maintenance

Town

Annual budget review

Explore or maximize opportunities to improve infrastructure
by:
• learning from and with other communities in the
region and elsewhere
• doing homework and research with regional
neighbours
• working cooperatively with other existing and newly
developing communities
• continuing to build on good intermunicipal relations
• exploring opportunities to cooperate with the M.D. in
acquiring and running facilities and plants (e.g., fleet,
asphalt plants, gravel pits)

Town, M.D.

Regular
intermunicipal
meetings
Conferences and
publications

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move Slave Lake’s infrastructure closer to the Description of Success. These
actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future implementation.
Future Actions
Infrastructure
Explore all funding opportunities including public private partnerships for infrastructure projects
Strike infrastructure and service agreements with industries in the Town
Collaborate to develop a Regional Growth Strategy
Strike infrastructure and community service agreements for capital projects and operations (e.g.,
recreation facilities) with regional partners (M.D. of Lesser Slave River, Métis Settlements, Sawridge Band,
Village of Kinuso)
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Maintain long-term growth management plans and keep them up to date
Investigate land bank opportunities
Increase regional economic development activities
Regional growth analysis and development constraint mapping
Plan for connectivity (trails and naturals) with regional partners
Engage financial institutions in alternative lending for infrastructure
Investigate appropriate tax incentives
Maximize infill opportunities within the Town
Remove redundant policies
Investigate expansion of Town boundary to accommodate future residential, commercial and industrial
growth
Develop agreements and understandings with regional communities to ensure continued collaboration
toward shared priorities and directions
Regional business plan
Study feasibility, accessibility, and need for transit services
Investigate regional transit
Use appropriate technologies and systems for transit
Contract transit service to schools
Coordinate transit service with shifts
Cooperation on regional transportation such as the airport (M.D. of Lesser Slave River, Métis Settlements,
Sawridge Band, Village of Kinuso)
Investigate Regional Governance
Contract bundling
Joint tendering
Convert old Town offices to other uses when new Civic Centre opens
Multi-municipality, multi-year contracting
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The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to Slave
Lake’s housing infrastructure in the year 2035. These statements will guide the community’s
actions as Slave Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

Adequate housing for all incomes and needs is provided in a variety of housing types.

•

Residential communities have ample common areas for services and recreation.

•

There is plenty of land available for development.

•

Developers who are committed to the community, contractors who are responsible to their
customers, and skilled workers who live in the community all contribute to a robust and
competitive housing market.

8.2.2

Current Reality

The following statements provide an overview of Slave Lake’s housing infrastructure today, and
identify the challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it wants to go in the
future.
•

Demand for housing in Slave Lake is growing faster than the Town, developers, contractors, and
skilled labor can manage. The housing crisis is characterized by a scarcity of starter homes and
higher density developments, a lack of diversified and affordable housing options for seniors,
singles, and students, shortfalls in the amount of developable land, and a shortage of
developers, builders, and construction workers.

•

Residential development within the Town has seen strong growth with a 40% increase in new
residential units over 2005. The Town is also in the midst of negotiations for development of
several larger tracts of residential land.

•

Upcoming projects will include the remediation and redevelopment of an existing Brownfield
site with three 4-storey condominium complexes. The site will include 13 residential (duplex)
lots. The Town of Slave Lake is also in the planning stages of a residential development on 17
acres of land in the southwest area of the Town, adjacent to a 17 acre parcel of land in the M.D.
that is also proposed for residential development. As well, a 4 storey apartment building is
currently underway in the Town which will yield 83 affordable housing units. Development of
these sites will alleviate much of the current pressure for available housing.

8.2.3

Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving Slave
Lake’s housing infrastructure from the Current Reality (where it is today), towards the Description of
Success. These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its vision for 2035.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to Slave Lake’s housing and were identified by the Growth
Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007. The value of each action was
ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four questions:
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Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?

Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and progress reported to the
community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007

Group
Responsible

Indicator

Housing
Support land development opportunities among
developers

Town

Town subdivision and
other development
approval records

Promote construction trades

College, Schools

Enrolment statistics

Lobby for provincial assistance

Town,
Developers

Monitor success in
establishing partnerships

Communicate with developers - advertise/promote
community (Slave Lake is open for business)

Town,
developers

Monitor development
trends

Ensure developments maintain a variety of lot sizes

Town

Land Use Bylaw review

Town could provide incentives to land owners to
develop the land

Town

Review incentives used
elsewhere

Town could set limits on development time frame

Town

Land Use Bylaw review,
track development
statistics

Ensure adequate areas are zoned for future residential
development

Town

Review Land Use Bylaw

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move Slave Lake’s housing closer to the Description of Success. These
actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future implementation.

Future Actions
Housing
Create societies under Societies Act, get grants to support co-op housing and affordable housing
programs
Have planning in place (municipal land use) for improving aesthetics, municipal engineering department
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Ongoing monitoring to determine whether Town should develop land or enter the housing development
business
Promote bed and breakfasts (adapt zoning for conversion; e.g., steamboat: see Waterfront ASP)
Engage financial institutions in funding for:
•
innovative development
•
affordable housing
•
alternative funding mechanisms for Town
Continue to permit secondary suites in single-family houses and review the existing secondary suite
regulations to determine whether they are effective
Devonian Gardens, Devonian Foundation seminars
Increase Town’s capacity to turn around development (e.g. in-house engineering)
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The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to Slave
Lake’s downtown revitalization activities in the year 2035. These statements will guide the
community’s actions as Slave Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

Downtown Slave Lake is visually appealing and benefits from architectural guidelines and public
improvements.

•

The Town will continue to provide for residential development in and near the downtown to
assist with downtown revitalization.

•

The Town supports the Chamber of Commerce and has designated a balance of commercial,
office, and retail uses to provide the full range of services Downtown.

8.3.2

Current Reality

The following statements provide an overview of Slave Lake’s downtown revitalization activities
today, and identify the challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it wants
to go in the future.
•

Although Slave Lake’s Downtown is well connected to both regional highways and the airport,
recent developments have threatened the vitality of the Downtown. The recently developed
‘power centre’ of ‘big box’ retail establishments along Highway 2 has brought significant
benefits to the Town and region; however, short-term impacts of competition from that
development have created a temporary decline in business activity within the Downtown.

•

Land use transitions from Downtown business areas to surrounding residential neighbourhoods
could be improved, as could certain parks, green spaces, scenic views, and litter control within
the Downtown.

•

Redevelopment of the northern portion of the Sawridge Mall for the new Civic Centre is
expected to benefit revitalization of Slave Lake’s Downtown.

8.3.3

Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving Slave
Lake’s downtown revitalization activities from the Current Reality (where they are today), towards
the Description of Success. These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its
vision for 2035.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to Slave Lake’s downtown revitalization activities and were
identified by the Growth Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007. The value
of each action was ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?
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Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and progress reported to the
community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007

Group
Responsible

Indicator

Downtown Revitalization
Investigate land use bylaw changes re: home-based
businesses

Town

MDP & Land Use Bylaw
review

Support residential development above commercial uses

Town

MDP & Land Use Bylaw
review

Clarify definition of Downtown – update Land Use Bylaw and
Downtown Plan

Town

MDP & Land Use Bylaw
review

Improve access and signage for entrances (i.e., invite people)
to downtown

Town,
Province

Visitor surveys

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move Slave Lake’s downtown revitalization activities closer to the
Description of Success. These actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future
implementation.
Future Actions
Downtown Revitalization
Market downtown as part of general tourism marketing
Update 1989 Downtown Urban Design Handbook
Design and develop pedestrian-oriented streetscapes, including development regulations
Infill development downtown
Investigate having a Mainstreet Program
Investigate establishing a Business Revitalization Zone
Support seniors’ housing in conjunction with commercial development
Undertake a downtown commercial-residential parking study, including evaluation of off-site lots
Investigate angle parking
Murals
Establish a “gathering point” (e.g., bandshell) at the new civic centre and Town Hall
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Pave Caribou Trail
Educate/inform public of value of maintaining the natural and urban landscape and encourage public
pride
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The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to Slave
Lake’s public facility infrastructure in the year 2035. These statements will guide the community’s
actions as Slave Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

Slave Lake provides multi-use recreation and community facilities in addition to its Civic Centre,
where library, museum, cultural, youth, and seniors’ services are readily available to residents
and visitors alike.

•

Municipal recreational facilities include the arena and curling rink, while Town residents also
enjoy access to recreational facilities such as a pool, gymnasium, library, climbing wall, and
meeting rooms.

•

Outdoor recreational opportunities are available at Lesser Slave Lake, the nearby Provincial
Parks, and the Town’s extensive pathway system.

8.4.2

Current Reality

The following statements provide an overview of Slave Lake’s public facility infrastructure today,
and identify the challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it wants to go in
the future.
•

Slave Lake needs better multi-use community, cultural, and recreational facilities in addition to
its new Civic Centre. Specific needs have been identified for improved library, museum, curling
rink, arena, cultural, and youth facilities.

•

The Town does have a recreation needs assessment (Randall Conrad) which helps set priorities
for investments in public facilities and services.

8.4.3

Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving Slave
Lake’s public facility infrastructure from the Current Reality (where it is today), towards the
Description of Success. These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its
vision for 2035.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to Slave Lake’s public facility infrastructure and were identified by
the Growth Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007. The value of each
action was ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?

Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and progress reported to the
community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.
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Group
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Indicator

Public Facilities
Sawridge Mall Site
• Public buildings
• Civic centre
• Library

Town, Province,
Library Board,
Rotary Club,
Sawridge Band

Track progress of
facility development
relative to projections

Use Randall-Conrad study

Town

Facility use surveys

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move Slave Lake’s public facility infrastructure closer to the Description of
Success. These actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future implementation.
Future Actions
Public Facilities
One calendar for all events
Coordinate service clubs (e.g., umbrella committee of all service clubs)
Regional coordination of similar facilities (e.g., rinks)
Convertibility of facilities (e.g., bowling, skateboarding, etc)
Component design of community and recreational facilities – flex space: multi-generational, multi-ability,
multi-activity, multi-use sites and facilities:
• Seniors housing
• Tourism
• Recreation
• Public-Private Partnerships
• Museum
• Community complex or campus
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Key Strategy Area Four: SOCIAL & CULTURAL

The task force identified six key areas that would be important to Slave Lake’s social and cultural
strategy in the future:
• Health & Wellness
• Police Services
• Affordable / Special Needs Housing
• Substance Abuse / Family Violence
• Cultural Heritage
• Childcare / Youth / Seniors

9.1

HEALTH & WELLNESS

9.1.1

Description of Success

The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to Slave
Lake’s health and wellness infrastructure and programs in the year 2035. These statements will
guide the community’s actions as Slave Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

Slave Lake provides a wide variety of health and wellness programs, encompassing physical,
mental health, seniors, special needs populations, and preventive health and wellness
education.

•

As a result of its diversity of programs and expanded facilities, Slave Lake has become a
centralized hub for health and wellness services within the region.

9.1.2

Current Reality

The following statements provide an overview of Slave Lake’s health and wellness infrastructure
and programs today, and identify the challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and
where it wants to go in the future.
•

Slave Lake recently became home to the new Slave Lake Health Complex providing the
community and surrounding areas with a full acute-care (25 beds) and long-term care (19 beds)
facility. Also located in the health complex is a recently installed six-station renal dialysis unit
with telehealth video conferencing capabilities.

•

Air ambulance services are provided 24 hours a day, 7 days week to residents of Slave Lake and
the surrounding region.

•

Slave Lake provides a wide range of community health services including home care, early
childhood development, mental health, occupational, physical, and respiratory therapy, and
speech language pathology. There is a variety of other community programming available
including adult and seniors programming, community supports, and prenatal services. In
addition to the health complex, Slave Lake has several medical clinics and a number of health
care professionals including chiropractors, dentists, optometrists, and psychologists.

•

For specialized services, patients are typically required to travel to Edmonton or to other larger
centers.
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Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving Slave
Lake’s health and wellness infrastructure and programs from the Current Reality (where they are
today), towards the Description of Success. These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it
moves towards its vision for 2035.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to Slave Lake’s health and wellness infrastructure and programs
and were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007.
The value of each action was ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four
questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?

Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and progress reported to the
community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007

Group
Responsible

Indicator

Health & Wellness
Provide incentives to attract and retain specialists.

Regional
Health
Authority

Number of specialists
& frequency of
specialist visits

Encourage expanded hours of operation for pharmacies and
clinics.

Regional
Health
Authority

Hours of operation

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move Slave Lake’s health and wellness infrastructure and programs closer
to the Description of Success. These actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential
future implementation.
Future Actions
Health & Wellness
Provide increased education, programs and marketing related to:
•
worksite safety practices
•
preventive health and wellness
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Provide specialized health services to accommodate Slave Lake residents, as well as residents of the
region, including:
•
physical health
•
mental health
•
seniors’ health
•
special needs populations
•
preventive health and wellness education
Partner with industry for recruitment, fund raising, program delivery
Assess the health of residents through the development and delivery of a health survey
Proceed with an overall health facility needs assessment
Lobby health authority for increased funding to establish Slave Lake as a centralized hub for health and
wellness services
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The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to Slave
Lake’s police services in the year 2035. These statements will guide the community’s actions as
Slave Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

Slave Lake’s police services are sufficient for the Town’s population, providing proactive police
enforcement and patrolling.

•

There is an adequate level of police education and awareness programming in the community.
Strong partnerships exist between the various agencies (AADAC, schools, hospitals, police,
municipality) to reduce drug and alcohol impacts on the community.

•

The police facility meets the needs of the community in terms of size and specialized services i.e.
dog, IDent.

9.2.2

Current Reality

The following statements provide an overview of Slave Lake’s police services today, and identify the
challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it wants to go in the future.
•

Police services in Slave Lake are provided by the RCMP and two special constables employed
directly by the Town. In 2006, the Town added two officers to the Slave Lake RCMP detachment
for a total complement of 12.

•

The Town is experiencing an increase in substance abuse, violent crime and domestic abuse.

•

The existing RCMP building is too small and does not meet the judicial code for prisoner cells.
Victim service space is being reduced as the detachment grows.

9.2.3

Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving Slave
Lake’s police services from the Current Reality (where they are today), towards the Description of
Success. These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its vision for 2035.
Although no actions are to be implemented in 2007, the Growth Management Task Force identified
a number of future actions related to Slave Lake’s police services that would be appropriate for
implementation over the medium and long term. The value of each action was ranked relative to
all the other actions based on the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move Slave Lake’s police services closer to the Description of Success.
These actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future implementation.
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Future Actions
Police Services
Rehabilitation/training programs for offenders
Lobby for more provincial funding for police services
Increased community response/ involvement with youth offenders to reduce subsequent offences (more
comprehensive response, integrated services)
Increased police education and awareness programs in the community
Identify options for a police facility and secure funding
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9.3

AFFORDABLE / SPECIAL NEEDS HOUSING

9.3.1

Description of Success

Cultural
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The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to Slave
Lake’s affordable/special needs housing in the year 2035. These statements will guide the
community’s actions as Slave Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

Slave Lake has an adequate supply of housing for all residents.

•

There is accessibility to housing for all income earners, and the low income/affordable housing
is integrated into the community.

9.3.2

Current Reality

The following statement provides an overview of Slave Lake’s affordable/special needs housing
today, and identifies the challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it wants
to go in the future.
•

Slave Lake is currently experiencing a shortage in a variety of housing types: short-term
stay/support care housing; transitional housing; housing for seniors to age in place; student
housing; affordable housing and housing for special needs population. This lack of housing is
exacerbated with the increasing conversion of rental affordable housing units to market
housing. Offsetting these housing demands is the significant number of residential
developments coming on-stream over the next two years.

9.3.3

Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving Slave
Lake’s affordable/special needs housing from the Current Reality (where it is today), towards the
Description of Success. These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its
vision for 2035.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to Slave Lake’s affordable/special needs housing and were
identified by the Growth Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007. The value
of each action was ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?

Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and progress reported to the
community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.
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Responsible
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Indicator

Affordable/Special Needs Housing
Lobby for provincial assistance to fund/build subsidized and
affordable housing

Town,
Developers

Amount of provincial
funding

Arrange for dedicated staff time to access provincial funding
opportunities

Town

Monitor number of
available grants & time
required to prepare
applications

Consider small, infill development, such as duplexes,
triplexes, fourplexes, granny flats, and freehold row housing,
which could be integrated throughout the community (with
regulations)

Town

Average density of
residential areas

Review standards and regulations for live-work studio and
mixed-use neighbourhoods in certain areas – could involve
building live-work apartments and/or working spaces that
are separate but close to living spaces

Town

Number of existing &
proposed mixed-use
residential,
commercial, & livework units

Review areas zoned for residential development

Town

Number of housing
units as a proportion of
the population

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move Slave Lake’s affordable/special needs housing closer to the
Description of Success. These actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future
implementation.
Future Actions
Affordable/Special Needs Housing
Carry out needs assessment study of Slave Lake’s housing needs and supply
Continue to permit secondary suites in single-family houses and review the existing secondary suite
regulations to determine whether they are effective
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SUBSTANCE ABUSE / FAMILY VIOLENCE
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The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to substance
abuse/family violence in Slave Lake in the year 2035. These statements will guide the community’s
actions as Slave Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

Community members maintain and improve their physical, mental, spiritual and social health
through prevention and treatment services provided in the community.

•

Strong partnerships exist between the various agencies (AADAC, schools, hospitals, police,
municipality) to reduce drug and alcohol impacts on the community.

9.4.2

Current Reality

The following statements provide an overview of Slave Lake’s substance abuse/family violence
today, and identify the challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it wants
to go in the future.
•

Although drug and alcohol use is a problem in Slave Lake, local attempts to address addiction
problems are discussed openly.

•

Outpatient counseling and aftercare programs are available, but Province-wide demands for
more treatment programs are also experienced in Slave Lake.

•

Domestic assaults are a problem in Slave Lake. The Town currently has limited programs and
facilities to deal appropriately with victims of family violence. A women’s shelter would provide
a much-needed facility in the Town. The family violence initiative anger education series and
the Northern Haven Support Society provide limited support in this area.

9.4.3

Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving Slave
Lake’s substance abuse/family violence from the Current Reality (where it is today), towards the
Description of Success. These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its
vision for 2035.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to Slave Lake’s substance abuse/family violence and were
identified by the Growth Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007. The value
of each action was ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?

Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and progress reported to the
community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.
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Substance Abuse/Family Violence
Need to complete a municipal substance abuse strategy

Town – lead,
AADAC,
RCMP, FCSS,
Health Region,
Schools,
College

Health care & social
agency statistics

Provide more programming to increase understanding

AADAC

Social agency statistics

Form/support partnerships with various agencies (AADAC,
schools, hospitals, Police, municipality) to reduce drug and
alcohol impacts on the community

Town – lead,
AADAC,
RCMP, FCSS,
Health Region,
Schools,
College

Health care & social
agency statistics

Reenergize the Northern Haven Support Society

NHSS

Social agency statistics

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move Slave Lake’s substance abuse/family violence closer to the
Description of Success. These actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future
implementation.
Future Actions
Substance Abuse/Family Violence
Conduct research in order to provide youth with alternative programs/activities
Provide special education, treatment centres, and programs (i.e., AADAC)
Lobby provincial and federal governments for funding for Slave Lake’s health and social service needs
Increase the drug and alcohol counselling hours offered in Slave Lake
Increase the number of professionals dealing with problems – counsellors, educators, more RCMP
expertise
Manage Family Violence resources more effectively
Proceed with an overall community facility needs assessment to determine the need for a women’s
shelter and a youth shelter
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The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to Slave
Lake’s cultural heritage in the year 2035. These statements will guide the community’s actions as
Slave Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

Slave Lake’s rich cultural heritage is celebrated regularly and is well known by community
members.

•

Community members and visitors learn about and enjoy experiences with other cultures and
generations through activities and events provided in the community.

•

Community members understand and respect diverse views and are encouraged to do so
through a variety of initiatives.

•

Slave Lake’s people and history, and First Nations culture are retained, celebrated and reflected
through authentic and diverse offerings.

•

A range of arts, cultural and heritage opportunities are meaningful, accessible and financially
affordable

9.5.2

Current Reality

The following statement provides an overview of Slave Lake’s cultural heritage today, and identifies
the challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it wants to go in the future.
•

Slave Lake has a rich culture including many Aboriginal groups. Along with groups dedicated
to year-round sports and entertainment for all ages, cultural pursuits are supported through a
library board, historical society, musical theatre association, and arts community. Although the
Town would benefit from a cultural centre and enhanced or expanded cultural programming
and events, recent studies have indicated that such services and facilities would be more
appropriately provided when the Town attains a higher population.

9.5.3

Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving Slave
Lake’s cultural heritage from the Current Reality (where it is today), towards the Description of
Success. These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its vision for 2035.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to Slave Lake’s cultural heritage and were identified by the Growth
Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007. The value of each action was
ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?

Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and progress reported to the
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community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007

Group
Responsible

Indicator

Cultural Heritage
Improve communication of existing arts, culture and heritage
events/programs

Town

Proportion of
residents attending
arts, culture and
heritage offerings

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move Slave Lake’s cultural heritage closer to the Description of Success.
These actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future implementation.
Future Actions
Cultural Heritage
Appoint a representative to promote Slave Lake’s recreation, eco-tourism, arts, culture and heritage
events/offerings within the region – also responsible for Visitor Information Centre
Research potential funding opportunities for arts, culture and heritage organizations
Review existing arts, culture & heritage venues and offerings, and identify opportunities to evolve/expand
them
Continue to develop and deliver programs to create connections between the generations in Slave Lake
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9.6

CHILDCARE / YOUTH / SENIORS

9.6.1
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The Description of Success specifically defines what success will look like with respect to Slave
Lake’s childcare/youth/seniors in the year 2035. These statements will guide the community’s
actions as Slave Lake moves toward success and sustainability in the future.
•

Slave Lake has an adequate provision of daycare and foster care services, which are adequate
and affordable for residents.

•

Slave Lake provides a wide variety of programming and amenities for youth.

•

Slave Lake provides a wide variety of programming for seniors, including health and wellness
programs, and a variety of housing options enabling seniors to age in place.

9.6.2

Current Reality

The following statements provide an overview of Slave Lake’s childcare/youth/seniors today, and
identify the challenges and gaps between where the Town is today and where it wants to go in the
future.
•

With Slave Lake’s growing population, the current provision of daycare and foster care services
is not meeting the needs of the current population.

•

With the increase in wages and the demand for workers in the Slave Lake area, there is the
potential for the rate of high-school drop-outs to increase as well. The provision of increased
programming and amenities for youth could be a positive way of mitigating this potential risk.

•

Slave Lake requires specialized health and wellness services for seniors, and increased housing
options for seniors to age in place.

9.6.3

Actions

The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force are aimed at moving Slave
Lake’s childcare/youth/seniors from the Current Reality (where it is today), towards the Description
of Success. These actions represent Slave Lake’s initial steps as it moves towards its vision for 2035.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007
The following actions are related to Slave Lake’s childcare/youth/seniors and were identified by the
Growth Management Task Force as actions to be implemented in 2007. The value of each action
was ranked relative to all the other actions based on the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future investments?

Indicators are identified to help measure progress as actions are implemented and as Slave Lake
moves towards the Description of Success. Indicators will be tracked and progress reported to the
community in an annual sustainability report. Indicators are in draft format and are subject to
change based on appropriateness and information availability.
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Indicator

Childcare/Youth/Seniors
Lobby senior governments for increased funding for seniors

Town

Amount of funding

Involve youth in planning youth activities and promote
alternative/fun social activities for youth

Town

Number of youth
involved

Town

Number of
recommendations
implemented

Town, Aspen
Regional
Health
Authority

Number of programs

Implement recommendations from the Senior’s Housing Needs
Assessment study
Provide increased health and wellness education, programs
and marketing for seniors

Future Actions
The following actions were identified by the Growth Management Task Force as future actions that
could be undertaken to move Slave Lake’s childcare/youth/seniors closer to the Description of
Success. These actions will be reviewed and updated annually for potential future implementation.
Future Actions
Childcare/Youth/Seniors
Carry out needs assessment study of Slave Lake’s housing needs and supply
Investigate childcare and infant care needs and expanded services
Provide youth centre and expand youth programming
Provide specialized health services to accommodate Slave Lake senior residents
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10.0 Implementation
Implementation of Slave Lake’s Municipal Sustainability Plan will be achieved through
undertaking the actions, aligning policy documents and budgets, and monitoring progress
towards the vision.
The Municipal Development Plan, the Land Use Bylaw, business plans and capital and
operating budgets are significant implementation tools for undertaking many of the
actions identified in the Municipal Sustainability Plan. The vision and the actions
identified need to be carried through and reflected in these documents to initiate positive
change and achieve success.
Also critical to implementation is community buy-in and responsibility. Implementing the
Municipal Sustainability Plan is a partnership of all members of the Slave Lake community
working towards a common goal. Community members and business leaders bring the
innovative ideas, the creativity, and the power to stimulate change at the grass roots.
Local government can implement change only if the community is receptive to it, and will
undertake joint responsibility for implementing the actions.

10.1

Alignment
The Municipal Sustainability Plan (MSP) will help the Slave Lake community move into the
future in a socially, culturally, economically and environmentally responsible manner. It
will also help foster leadership in the community and assist in providing good governance.

The MSP will guide the ongoing growth and development of the community. The existing
policy documents, implementation tools, business plans and budgets of the Town of Slave
Lake will be updated to reflect the vision, direction and actions of the MSP. The MSP is a
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‘living’ document that will be updated on an ongoing basis as the community evolves and
actions are implemented.
The Municipal Development Plan provides the overall vision for the Town and provides
guidance and direction to the other planning documents. The vision and the directions
developed through the MSP process will be used to update the policies and vision in the
Municipal Development Plan. The actions identified in the MSP are used to develop the
capital plan and to move the community, project by project, toward the vision developed
in the MSP. Community plans provide the general planning framework for developing
new communities or for developing existing communities. The vision and the directions
developed through the MSP process will be used to guide development in new and
existing neighbourhoods in Slave Lake.

10.2

Monitoring
As actions are implemented, progress will be monitored through the use of sustainability
indicators. Ongoing/periodic monitoring and evaluation is critical for Slave Lake to
understand how close it is to achieving its vision. Timely evaluation will help the Town
identify problems and develop solutions that can save time, money and effort.
A Growth Management Monitoring Committee was established by the Growth
Management Task Force with the role of providing the oversight, accountability and public
credibility for implementation of the Municipal Sustainability Plan. The responsibilities of
the Committee include:
1.

Periodic follow-up with participating groups to track progress on implementation
and monitoring initiatives

2.

Produce annual sustainability report identifying progress on actions

3.

Conduct annual workshops to capture new issues that will be incorporated into
Municipal Sustainability Plan

4.

Annual update of Municipal Sustainability Plan

The Town of Slave Lake will provide administrative support to the Growth Management
Monitoring Committee in the completion of these responsibilities. Membership on the
Growth Management Monitoring Committee will consist of the Mayor of Slave Lake, the
Reeve of the MD of Slave Lake, a representative from each strategy area, and a member of
the community at large. Membership of the Committee will be reviewed annually.
The 2007 Growth Management Monitoring Committee consists of the following
individuals:
• Mayor, Town of Slave Lake, (ex-officio), Karina Pillay-Kinnee
• Reeve, MD #124, (ex-officio), Denny Garratt
• Environment Committee - Kelly Harlton (Dave Derosa – backup)
• Economic Committee - Gordon Ferguson (Tyler Warman - backup)
• Social and Cultural Committee - Mona Johnson ( Randy Arsenault - backup)
• Community Member at large (to be determined)
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11.0 Infrastructure Priority List
The following actions identified by the Growth Management Task Force may require
capital dollars from the Town of Slave Lake and should be incorporated into the capital
budgeting process.
Town of Slave Lake 2007 Infrastructure Priority List

2007
Actions

Future
Actions

Water Quality
Increased/more efficient water infrastructure

X

Explore opportunities to incorporate Best Management Practices in
watershed management into Slave Lake’s practice

X

Ongoing rehabilitation of sanitary sewer system

X

Maintain Best Practices in water purification methods

X

Develop an effective stormwater system, which manages runoff into
sensitive watercourses, controls the quality and quantity of stormwater
discharges, and reduces stormwater infiltration to the sanitary sewer system

X

Air Quality
Incorporate walking trails and bike paths into new communities and
transportation infrastructure

X

Landscape Quality
Explore opportunities to bring environmental demonstration projects into
developed areas i.e. LEED, Built Green Alberta

X

In new development areas, protect or restore natural landscape

X

Plan an improved resident and business recycling/composting system

X

Identify and protect our environmentally sensitive areas and secure them in
public ownership

X

Provide park space, greenways, trails and pedestrian and cyclist corridors
throughout the community

X

Infrastructure
Investigate regional servicing and sharing common services

X

Investigate land bank opportunities

X

Earmark annual budget allocations for reserves

X

Convert old Town offices to other uses when new Civic Centre opens
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New Police facility

X

Pave Caribou Trail

X

Public Facilities
Sawridge Mall Site
• Public buildings
• Civic centre
• Library

X

Component design of community and recreational facilities – flex space:
multi-generational, multi-ability, multi-activity, multi-use sites and facilities:
• Seniors housing
• Tourism
• Recreation
• Public-Private Partnerships
• Museum
• Community complex or campus

X

Design and develop pedestrian-oriented streetscapes

X

Investigate having a Mainstreet Program

X

Murals

X

Establish a “gathering point” (e.g., bandshell) at the new civic centre and
Town Hall

X

Childcare/Youth/Seniors
X
Youth Centre
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12.0 Annual Sustainability Report
The Growth Management Monitoring Committee will produce an annual sustainability
report so that the community can monitor its progress towards the vision as actions are
implemented. The Committee will follow up periodically and ensure that participating
groups are implementing actions and monitoring their progress, and then will provide an
annual summary of progress on actions implemented using the following template.
Actions to be Implemented in 2007

Group
Responsible

Indicator

BCBC, Big Lakes
Tourism

Visitor statistics

Tourism
Operators and
Big Lakes
Country Tourism
Community
Futures

Visitor statistics

Local
businesses,
Alberta Human
Resources and
Employment
Community
Futures,
Big Lakes
Country Tourism

Employment
statistics

Strive for cultural integration

College, Slave
Lake Adult
Learning
Council, KARE

census data, crosscultural events, and
cross-cultural
training

Support regulations for Secondary
Suites and dormitories

Town of Slave
Lake Planning
Department
Slave Lake Adult
Education,
Community
Futures, CDC,
Chamber of
Commerce,
Schools

Town statistics

KEY STRATEGY AREA ONE:
ECONOMY
Economic Diversification
Market the Boreal Centre for Bird
Conservation
Eco-tourism – promote and protect
current “gems”
Support local start-up businesses and
enterprises

2007 Year-end Status

CDC statistics on
new businesses

Workforce
Direct international immigration,
employment recruiting, and
placement services

Market Slave Lake as capable of
providing a range of employment
opportunities and as a welcoming
Town for newcomers, with quality of
life and a family lifestyle

Ongoing professional development
and adult education
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Promotion of Town
Develop a calendar of all arts, culture
and heritage events in Slave Lake
Use web-based marketing

Promote Slave Lake throughout
Alberta

KEY STRATEGY AREA TWO:
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

Town of Slave
Lake Community
Services
Town of Slave
Lake Community
Services,
Chamber of
Commerce, Big
Lakes Country
Tourism,
Community
Futures
Big Lake Country
Tourism

Current accuracy of
calendar
Monitor hits on
web site

Visitor statistics,
other tourism
statistics

Town of Slave
Lake Community
Services

Water Quality
Conduct baseline assessment of lake
water quality to facilitate future
monitoring, and conduct regular
monitoring of water quality

Assess stream health by comparing
water quality upstream to water
quality downstream

Maintain Best Practices in water
purification methods

Federal
Department of
Fisheries &
Oceans, Alberta
Environment,
Watershed
Committee
Federal
Department of
Fisheries &
Oceans, Alberta
Environment,
Watershed
Committee
Town

Watershed
Committee reports

Watershed
Committee reports

Water sampling

Increased/more efficient water
infrastructure

Town

Capital investment
in upgrades

Ongoing rehabilitation of sanitary
sewer system

Town

Capital investment
in upgrades

Manage lakeshore development

Federal
Department of
Fisheries &
Oceans, Town,
M.D.

Amount of
development and
regulatory plans in
place
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Continue to support and facilitate
public involvement in environmental
stewardship initiatives

Town, Regional
Landfill
Authority

Increased tonnage
of recycling
materials &
decreased tonnage
in landfill, adjusted
for growth
Documentation of
related programs
and initiatives

Air Quality
Incorporate walking trails and bike
paths into new communities and
transportation infrastructure (also
found in Landscape Quality)

Town

Kilometres of
walking and bike
trails
Monitor progress of
Trail Master Plan
preparation

Landscape Quality
Educate/inform public of value of
maintaining the natural and urban
landscape and encourage public pride
(budget in 2007 or 2008)

Town

Amount and quality
of green space and
budget allocations

Explore opportunities to bring
environmental demonstration
projects into developed areas i.e.
LEED, Built Green Alberta (budget in
2007 or 2008)

Town,
developers

Any built and
budget allocations

Promote Slave Lake as an eco-tourism
destination within the Town and
region

Big Lakes
Country Tourism

Number of requests
for information

In new development areas, protect or
restore natural landscape (ongoing)

Town

Prepare Trail Master Plan (budget in
2007 or 2008)
Enforcement of guidelines and bylaws

Town
Community
Services
Town

Amount and quality
of green space and
budget allocations
Progress of plan
preparation

Enforce separation of recyclable
material at the landfill

Regional Landfill
Authority

Plan an improved resident and
business recycling/composting
system

Town
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Provide park space, greenways, trails
and pedestrian and cyclist corridors
throughout the community (also
found in Air Quality)

Town of Slave
Lake Community
Services

Amount of green
space and trails
Monitor progress of
Trail Master Plan
preparation

KEY STRATEGY AREA THREE: BUILT
ENVIRONMENT
Infrastructure
Develop and implement a long-term
capital plan

Town

Keep Capital
Infrastructure
Priority List current
Progress of capital
plan
implementation

Get expertise in seeking and applying
for grants

Town

Monitor success in
receiving grants

Pursue partnerships with senior
governments to help pay for
infrastructure
Expand upon regional cost and
revenue sharing opportunities

Town

Identify serviceable areas for new
development

Town

Investigate Regional Servicing and
sharing common services

Town, M.D.

Increase residential densities

Town

Ensure plans are consistent with each
other

Town

Engage in smart growth:
•
facility life-cycle management
•
building conversions
•
plan for (leave room for)
additions to facilities
•
energy efficiency
•
alternative energy
•
sound land use planning
•
direct growth to the right
places
•
strategic management
•
anticipate needs
•
plan for appropriate
expansion of land base

Town

Monitor success in
establishing
partnerships
Monitor or update
performance of
cost and revenue
sharing agreements
Track development
approvals with
reference to
Growth Study
Maintain existing
regional servicing
agreements and
track number of
new initiatives
Land Use Bylaw
review
Municipal
Sustainability Plan,
MDP, LUB review,
ASP review
Municipal
Sustainability Plan
implementation,
Growth Study,
Capital
Infrastructure
Priority List, MDP,
LUB review, ASP
review

Town, M.D.
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KEY
STRATEGY
AREA 3

BUILT
ENVIRONMENT:

Infrastructure

Encourage conservation efforts for
reducing water use, solid waste and
energy use

Housing

Downtown
Revitalization

Town

Public
Facilities

Monitor water use,
landfill use, utility
service use based
on a per capita
formula
Track number of
education
programs and
initiatives
Municipal
Sustainability Plan
implementation,
Growth Study,
Capital
Infrastructure
Priority List, MDP,
LUB review, ASP
review

Track progress and performance
relating to the Town of Slave Lake
Municipal Sustainability Plan
indicators

Town

Earmark annual budget allocations for
reserves and for new infrastructure
capital and maintenance

Town

Annual budget
review

Explore or maximize opportunities to
improve infrastructure by:
• learning from and with other
communities in the region
and elsewhere
• doing homework and
research with regional
neighbours
• working cooperatively with
other existing and newly
developing communities
• continuing to build on good
intermunicipal relations
• exploring opportunities to
cooperate with the M.D. in
acquiring and running
facilities and plants (e.g., fleet,
asphalt plants, gravel pits)

Town, M.D.

Regular
intermunicipal
meetings
Conferences and
publications

Housing
Support land development
opportunities among developers

Town

Town subdivision
and other
development
approval records

Promote construction trades

College, Schools

Enrolment statistics

Lobby for provincial assistance

Town,
Developers

Monitor success in
establishing
partnerships
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Communicate with developers advertise/promote community (Slave
Lake is open for business)

Town,
developers

Monitor
development
trends

Ensure developments maintain a
variety of lot sizes

Town

Land Use Bylaw
review

Town could provide incentives to land
owners to develop the land

Town

Review incentives
used elsewhere

Town could set limits on development
time frame

Town

Land Use Bylaw
review, track
development
statistics

Ensure adequate areas are zoned for
future residential development

Town

Review Land Use
Bylaw

Investigate land use bylaw changes re:
home-based businesses

Town

MDP & Land Use
Bylaw review

Support residential development
above commercial uses

Town

MDP & Land Use
Bylaw review

Clarify definition of Downtown –
update Land Use Bylaw and
Downtown Plan

Town

MDP & Land Use
Bylaw review

Improve access and signage for
entrances (i.e., invite people) to
downtown

Town, Province

Visitor surveys

Sawridge Mall Site
• Public buildings
• Civic centre
• Library

Town, Province,
Library Board,
Rotary Club,
Sawridge Band

Use Randall-Conrad study

Town

Track progress of
facility
development
relative to
projections
Facility use surveys

Downtown Revitalization

Public Facilities

KEY STRATEGY AREA FOUR: SOCIAL
AND CULTURAL
Health & Wellness
Provide incentives to attract and
retain specialists.

Regional Health
Authority

Encourage expanded hours of
operation for pharmacies and clinics.

Regional Health
Authority
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Police Services
Affordable/Special Needs Housing
Lobby for provincial assistance to
fund/build subsidized and affordable
housing

Town,
Developers

Amount of
provincial funding

Arrange for dedicated staff time to
access provincial funding
opportunities

Town

Monitor number of
available grants &
time required to
prepare
applications

Consider small, infill development,
such as duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes,
granny flats, and freehold row
housing, which could be integrated
throughout the community (with
regulations)

Town

Average density of
residential areas

Review standards and regulations for
live-work studio and mixed-use
neighbourhoods in certain areas –
could involve building live-work
apartments and/or working spaces
that are separate but close to living
spaces

Town

Number of existing
& proposed mixeduse residential,
commercial, & livework units

Review areas zoned for residential
development

Town

Number of housing
units as a
proportion of the
population

Need to complete a municipal
substance abuse strategy

Town – lead,
AADAC, RCMP,
FCSS, Health
Region, Schools,
College

Health care & social
agency statistics

Provide more programming to
increase understanding

AADAC

Social agency
statistics

Form/support partnerships with
various agencies (AADAC, schools,
hospitals, Police, municipality) to
reduce drug and alcohol impacts on
the community

Town – lead,
AADAC, RCMP,
FCSS, Health
Region, Schools,
College

Health care & social
agency statistics

Reenergize the Northern Haven
Support Society
Cultural Heritage
Improve communication of existing
arts, culture and heritage
events/programs

NHSS

Social agency
statistics

Town

Proportion of
residents attending
arts, culture and
heritage offerings

Substance Abuse/Family Violence
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Childcare/Youth/Seniors
Lobby senior governments for
increased funding for seniors
Involve youth in planning youth
activities and promote alternative/fun
social activities for youth

Town

Amount of funding

Town

Number of youth
involved

Town

Number of
recommendations
implemented

Town, Aspen
Regional Health
Authority

Number of
programs

Implement recommendations from
the Senior’s Housing Needs
Assessment study
Provide increased health and wellness
education, programs and marketing
for seniors
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Appendix A
Randy
Harry
Roger
Mary
Zach
Dave
Luis
Gordon
Morine
Denny
Flo
Kelly
Karl
Joy
Ken
Mona
Ray
Joe
Donna
Lisa
Rick
Dave
Betty
Karina
Wil
Francois
Peter
Shane
Mark
Paul
Laurie
George
Barry
Valerie
Gail
Ken
Tyler
Willy

Arsenault
Bartlett
Borchert
Brown
Davidson
Derosa
Esteves
Ferguson
Fraser
Garratt
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Harlton
Hill
James
Jardine
Johnson
Marcoux
McWilliams
Melvin
Meyer
Neidig
Nelson
Osmond
Pillay-Kinnee
Porat
Prevost
Quilty
Rafuse
Russell
Sinclair
Skrynyk
Snider
Stangeland
Tradewell
Ungstad
Vanderwell
Warman
Wittig

List of Task Force Participants
Aspen Health
Non-Profit
Manager of Operations, Town of Slave Lake
Elder
Youth Representative
Fish & Wildlife
Town of Slave Lake
EPR
Northern Lakes College
M.D. of Lesser Slave River
N.L.C.
Wildside
Town of Slave Lake
Senior
Alberta Human Resources & Employment
AADAC
ATCO Electric
Lakeside Leader
E.G. Wahlstrom School
Parent Rep.
Northern Lakes College
Sawridge Inn
Town of Slave Lake
Town of Slave Lake
Slave Lake Ministerial Association
St. Peter Celestine Catholic Church
RCMP
Nordic Home Furniture
Canadian Natural Resources
Melisa Nation
Town of Slave Lake
Town of Slave Lake & M.D. of Lesser Slave River
HPSD 48
Town of Slave Lake
Alberta Human Resources & Employment
Vanderwell Construction
Boston Pizza
RCMP
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Appendix B

Task Force Worksheets

The Growth Management Task Force utilized two different sets of worksheets in
developing the Municipal Sustainability Plan. Sample worksheets are available from the
Town office. The first set of worksheets was completed over a series of four days, May 24
and 24, 2006, and June 21 and 22, 2006. These worksheets assisted the stakeholder groups
in identifying the Description of Success, the Current Reality, the Actions and the Indicators
for the four key strategy areas.
The second set of worksheets was completed at the November 30, 2006 workshop and
assisted the Growth Management Task Force in filtering and ranking the actions based on
the following four questions:
•
•
•
•

Will this action move us towards our community’s Definition of Success?
Will this action move us towards the Sustainability Principles?
Will this action provide flexibility for future community leaders to make the right
decisions?
Will this action generate sufficient economic and political return to seed future
investments?

The actions that received a ‘yes’ on at least three of the four questions, were then
evaluated in terms of timing of implementation. Timing of actions was based on three
categories:
•

Immediate Actions – actions that are “easy wins” or “low-hanging fruit” i.e., can be
implemented in 2007.

•

Medium-term Actions – actions that are very attractive and should be implemented in
2008-2010 in alignment with the three-year Council term. These actions will require
integration with business planning and budgeting processes.

•

Long-term Actions – actions that should be considered as future investments, more
than 4 years from now (2011 on).

For those actions that were identified as being implemented in 2007, the group
responsible for implementing the action was identified and the indicator for reporting
progress on the action was confirmed.
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